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Introduction
Since the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956,
America has spent billions to create the
Interstate Highway System—an ongoing
march of construction and investment that
has fundamentally reshaped our regions,
cities, towns, and rural places. That same
highway infrastructure, however, came
as a blight on urban neighborhoods, with
disastrous consequences for cities.
As highways were built through
existing communities, residents were
cut off from social and economic
centers, key resources and services,
and the nearby destinations of
their daily lives. The same national
initiative that connected America
on a regional scale catastrophically
bifurcated many neighborhoods
sitting in its path.
Urban freeways damage the physical
and economic health of low-income
and minority residents. Disconnected
from employment centers and
support services, residents face
diminished economic opportunity
and poor outlooks for building wealth
in their communities.
Residents in these communities also
suffer negative impacts to respiratory
health, active lifestyles, pedestrian
safety, late-life mobility, access for
people with disabilities, and economic
opportunity. In a five-year study
by the NYU School of Medicine,
researchers attributed the unusually
high numbers of elementary school
children suffering from asthma and
other respiratory ailments living
near the South Bronx’s Sheridan
4 / CNU

Expressway directly to motor vehicle
exhaust fumes. Meanwhile, the
US Health Effects Institute has
found that people living near busy
highways face a notably higher risk
of cardiovascular and lung-related
illnesses.

moment. With tough decisions
on repair and investment looming,
American cities have a window of
opportunity to reverse decades of
decline and disinvestment in these
neighborhoods and invest in healthier
infrastructure for their communities.

Both research and the experience
of residents reveals that urban
highways have placed undue
burdens on disadvantaged and
vulnerable populations. Cities across
North America are waking up
to the realization that this legacy
infrastructure is often far too costly to
rebuild, widen, or cap.

Cities and states are poised to invest
millions of dollars in community
revitalization projects for bifurcated
neighborhoods and downtowns,
which will lead to better health and
economic outcomes. Recent studies
have revealed that connected, finegrained street networks can reduce
land consumption, provide greater
accessibility through more direct
routes, and increase overall network
efficiency and reliability.

Fortunately, trailblazing cities around
the world have proven highway
removal is a viable alternative—saving
tax dollars, adding value to local tax
bases, and significantly improving
neighborhoods without choking
traffic.

A Watershed Moment
Today, much of this burdensome
infrastructure is reaching the end of
its initial design life—and American
communities are facing a watershed

Cities are waking up to a simple
solution: remove instead of replace.
When highways are removed
from cities, transportation and
health outcomes improve and
communities are reconnected. Cities
have an opportunity to reimagine
these corridors with high-quality,
multimodal thoroughfares and transit
routes that connect people to places
and opportunity.

Inside This Report
This report identifies the ten
greatest opportunities in America
for replacing aging urban highways
with boulevards or avenues and
reconnecting the surrounding
neighborhoods.
At the outset of this report,
CNU sent out a national call for
individuals to nominate urban
freeways for consideration. Eightynine nominations were received,
representing forty-two cities across
North America.
CNU convened a national advisory
committee of transportation and
urban design experts with urban
highway removal experience. The
panel reviewed each submission
based on a number of criteria:
the age and design of structures,
redevelopment potential, potential
cost savings, ability to improve overall
mobility and local access, existence of
pending infrastructure decisions, and
community support.

After extensive discussion, the
committee identified ten freeways as
representing the greatest opportunity
for a beneficial conversion to a
human-scale alternative. Local
advocacy groups and experts were
contacted to provide background
and information on the existing
campaigns.
Additionally, this report contains
an update on projects, known as
Graduated Campaigns, that are
moving forward with removing all
or a section of a highway—projects
where the decision to remove has
been made, yet the final designs,
funding sources, or start date are still
undetermined.

Above all, these ten highways are
opportunities for progress. Each
one presents the chance to remove a
blight from the physical, economic,
and environmental health of urban
communities. Their intended
benefits have not justified the tragic
consequences, but converting these
highways into human-scaled streets
offers a chance to begin repairing
the damage. From Buffalo to San
Francisco, these are the freeways
without futures.

Freeways Without Futures 2017
brings together decades of lessons,
resources, strategies, and sweat
equity into a comprehensive look at
the current state of urban highway
removal. This report sets out to
empower local highway teardown
advocates, political leaders, and
forward-thinking engineers working
in their communities to forge ahead.
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Communities across North America are
facing a watershed moment in the history
of our transportation infrastructure. With
cities, citizens, and transportation officials
all looking for alternatives to costly highway
repair and expansion, these ten campaigns
offer a roadmap to better health, equity,
opportunity, and connectivity in every
neighborhood, while reversing decades of
decline and disinvestment.
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Scajaquada
Expressway
BUFFALO, New york

Highway Type

At-grade state route

Year Built
1962

Stage of Removal

Public comment and final designs due
Construction expected to begin late 2017

Key Characteristics

Highway bisected Delaware Park, a
famous Olmsted-designed park
Planning for removal has been on-going
for more than a decade. Short-term
improvements added in 2015-16
Many local advocates fear replacement
will be too highway-like
8 / CNU

When the Scajaquada
Expressway was built along New
York State Route 198 in Buffalo,
it bisected and severed Delaware
Park—a masterpiece designed
by the celebrated urbanist
Frederick Law Olmsted. In
May 2015, the decades-long
safety consequences of that
decision reached a breaking
point when a sedan traveling on
the expressway jumped a barrier,
veered into Delaware Park,
killed a three-year-old boy, and
severely injured his five-year-old
sister.

Photo, opposite / The Scajaquada Expressway,
2013. Credit / Mike Puma, Buffalo Rising
Photo / NYSDOT rendering of intersection at
Parkside Avenue, criticized locally for being a
danger to pedestrians. Credit / NYSDOT
Photo, right / NYSDOT Visualizations 20042013. Credit / Buffalo Rising

Constructed in the early 1960s, the
3.6-mile four-lane highway carries
between 37,600 and 65,000 vehicles
per day between Interstate 190 and
State Route 33, another expressway. In
addition to cutting through Delaware
Park, the Scajaquada
runs alongside the
10,000-student campus
of Buffalo State,
approximately two miles
north of downtown.

established a preferred design that
reduced vehicular speed to 30 miles
per hour, improved the aesthetic of
the thoroughfare, and incorporated
pedestrian crossings and bicycle lanes.

For decades, community members
have demanded that the expressway be
redesigned as a parkway to cut noise,
pollution, and dangerous high-speed
traffic—and to reconnect Delaware
Park to adjacent neighborhoods. Now,
the project has support of Governor
Andrew Cuomo, the New York
State Department of Transportation
(NYSDOT), and local Buffalo
stakeholders.

In the summer of 2015, following the
tragic crash, NYSDOT made swift
short-term improvements, decreasing
posted speeds from 50 to 30 mph, and
reducing all 12-foot lanes to 11 feet.
Later, the DOT installed raised-table
pedestrian crosswalks, new, sturdier
guard railings, and additional safety
improvements.

building a highway. This was not just
in Buffalo; this was all over the United
States. Most places have reversed their
mistakes, and that’s what we are going
to be doing here.”
For the project,
NYSDOT estimated a
total construction cost of
$115 million. Alternatives
are being evaluated, and
the Scajaquada Corridor
Coalition, a group of
local stakeholders, continues to push
for more people-oriented design. “At
no additional cost, the community’s
Scajaquada Boulevard vision could
cement our city’s renaissance if vehicle
traffic is not the sole consideration of
its design; instead, people are,” says
the coalition. Construction is expected
to begin Winter of 2017/2018 and
completed Fall 2018.

“Most places have reversed
their mistakes, and that’s what
we are going to be doing here.”

In 2005, the City of Buffalo and
NYSDOT conducted a study known
as the Expanded Project Proposal
(EPP) to explore ways to redesign
the Scajaquada and alleviate negative
impacts on the community. With
significant public input, the EPP

In April of 2016, Cuomo dedicated
$30 million in state funding for the
conversion of Scajaquada Expressway
into a low-speed urban boulevard.
At the time, Cuomo told the Buffalo
News: “In the mid-’50s, we had a
better idea and it turned out not to
be a better idea, which was to move
vehicles in and out of Buffalo faster by
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Interstate 345
Dallas, Texas

Highway Type
Elevated interstate

Year Built
1973

Stage of Removal
Study phase

Key Characteristics

Local coalition A New Dallas has made
a compelling and highly publicized case
for removing I-345 from downtown,
opening up land for redevelopment
A TxDOT-led study of Dallas-area
transportation infrastructure recently
concluded that I-345 could be removed
without significant negative impact on
traffic

10 / CNU

For two generations, I-345
has been a fact of life in
Dallas, Texas. Running
almost two miles along its
elevated course, the freeway
cuts off downtown from
the adjacent historic Deep
Ellum neighborhood, a major
20th-century jazz and blues
hotspot. Now, surrounded by
vacant lots, empty streets, and
disinvestment, the highway is
nearing the end of its original
design life.

Photo, opposite / I-345 today. Credit / Scott
Womack
Photo / Possible development along I-345
Corridor. Credit / A New Dallas
Photo, right / Removed elevated highway and
opened-up land between downtown and Deep
Ellum Credit / CityMAP Dallas

In Dallas, a firmly auto-oriented
Sunbelt city, few dared to imagine
downtown without this concrete
behemoth carrying roaring motor
vehicles above—until an audacious
group of local activists began to run
the numbers. Calling themselves A
New Dallas, and led by locals Patrick
Kennedy and Brandon Hancock,
they made a compelling case for
demolishing I-345 and reuniting
downtown Dallas with Deep Ellum.
Here is what they found, according to
D Magazine:
“Blowing up I-345 would free up
245 acres for development that could
bring in another 27,540 downtown
residents and, based on developablesquare-footage estimates, more than
22,550 jobs. … And those estimates
are conservative. It would restitch the
grid, reconnect Deep Ellum and East
Dallas to downtown, and allow the
active development happening farther
up Central Expressway to move south.
… What happens then? Within 15
years, as much as $4 billion in new
investment and more than $100
million in yearly property tax revenue.”

In Dallas, a pro-growth city, those
numbers attracted significant attention.
But, critics asked, what would happen
to the cars and trucks? Luckily, a
significant portion of I-345 includes
regional traffic, which could shift to
other options like Loop 12, Interstate
635, and Highway 190. Meanwhile,
some local traffic might shift to
walking or other modes—and the rest
could be handled by the city’s grid,
which has excess capacity.
In the time since I-345 was built,
the city has changed profoundly.
Downtown Dallas has roared back
to life since 2000, adding over 8,000
residents. Deep Ellum and nearby
neighborhoods like it are also gaining
residents—especially in the newly
transit-connected Uptown and
Oak Cliff areas. In this new urban
environment, A New Dallas’s ideas
garnered media attention, causing the
Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT) to abandon the nine options
to rebuild the highway that they had
originally presented.

Most recently, the nonprofit A New
Dallas has spawned the political action
committee Coalition for A New Dallas,
dedicated to revitalizing Dallas and
electing, educating, and empowering
elected officials. This extraordinarily
diverse group, which unites grassroots
activists with the local business
community, has successfully persuaded
TxDOT to launch CityMAP, a
feasibility study of three options for
I-345—including removal, a belowgrade option, and a modified version
that simply removes exit ramps.
This document is the first of its kind
to study the economic and qualityof-life impacts outside of the corridor
boundaries. The report indicates that,
thanks to the tireless effort of local
activists and stakeholders, TxDOT
is seriously considering a highway
teardown for I-345 to make way for
walkable development—a hugely
forward-thinking step toward a
high-performing urban transportation
system.
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Interstate 70
Denver, COLORADO

Highway Type
Elevated interstate

Year Built
1961-64

Stage of Removal

Record of Decision made January 2017

Key Characteristics

Local advocates Unite North Metro
Denver have proposed an alternative
to widening: Reroute I-70 north of the
city and replace viaduct with a surface
boulevard
CDOT’s latest plan includes expanding
and burying the highway below grade
and employing a small recreational cap to
connect two sides of highway
Two lawsuits against the expansion
slowed the final decision
12 / CNU

For over half a century,
urban highways in
North America have
disproportionately impacted
minority communities.
Running through historic
neighborhoods, they have
severed connectivity,
demolished homes and
businesses, and left blight in
their wake. In Denver, the
construction of Interstate 70
inflicted its ill effects on three
urban neighborhoods: Elyria,
Swansea, and Globeville.

Photo, opposite / I-70 today. Credit / CDOT
Photo, left / Cut and cap plan, latest rendering.
Credit / CDOT
Photo, right / Tree-lined boulevard concept.
Credit / Unite North Metro Denver

In those historic minority communities,
residents were cut off from opportunity,
access, and needed services. Now, like
many mid-20th Century highways,
I-70 in Denver is reaching the end of
its life cycle—and one viaduct along its
route needs major repairs.
Instead, however, the Colorado
Department of Transportation
(CDOT) has announced a $1.2 billion
plan to tear down the viaduct, bury
part of the highway, add four more
lanes, and expand toll lanes, shoulders,
and service roads. Along the way,
the plan would require the state to
acquire and demolish 80 residences
and 17 businesses—including the
neighborhood’s only source to purchase
food.
Now, a group called Unite North
Metro Denver has a better proposal:
Reroute interstate traffic to the
north, and redesign I-70 as a bikeand pedestrian-friendly boulevard.
Such a plan would cut noise and
air pollution while bringing new
investment opportunity to neglected
neighborhoods. Furthermore, the
boulevard would cost less, open up
developable land, and reunite areas that
have been blighted by the highway.

As the debate over I-70 has grown,
national and state groups have taken
notice. Environmentalist leader the
Sierra Club has filed a lawsuit against
EPA over the proposed widening.
Meanwhile, a recent report by
Colorado Public Interest Research
Group advises against the expansion.
The report estimates $58 million in
taxpayer dollars will be wasted on a
project that encourages more driving
and doesn’t include expansion of mass
transit.
Under CDOT’s proposal, burying part
of the expanded I-70 would involve
digging below the water table and
into polluted soils. A partial 800-foot
grass cover is proposed, which will be
isolated between two large frontage
roads, creating an isolated “recreation
island” inaccessible by pedestrians
or bicycle. Moreover, the data used
to justify the project is more than a
decade old and ignores trends of lowerthan-expected motor vehicle use.
“Instead of a grade-separated,
widened superhighway, dedicated to
cars and trucks,” the United North
Metro Denver imagines, “a tree-lined,
pedestrian-friendly boulevard emerges.
Long-broken bicycle pathways are

re-established.” Roundabouts could
replace interchanges, freeing up land
for development, tax revenue, and
potential affordable housing. The
traditional grid is reestablished, healing
the long-separated neighborhoods.
Designed through a contextual and
community-driven process, the
new boulevard would open up and
connect several neighborhoods and
districts—including the National
Western Complex, a set of historic
venues associated with the National
Western Stock Show and other events.
Denver citizens recently voted to fund
a restoration of the complex.
One city Councilman, Rafael Espinoza,
has publicly embraced this planning
approach. “For me, it’s not a matter
of opinion — there’s hard science
behind this,” he told The Colorado
Independent. “Other communities have
gotten wise to the fact that you get
overall better communities by removing
[large central highways], not expanding
them. Rather than improving the
quality of life in the core, we go to the
status quo of displacing people and
expanding urban sprawl.”
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Interstate 375
Detroit, Michigan

Highway Type

Depressed intersate spur

Year Built
1959

Stage of Removal

Study phase, decision of next steps
postponed indefinitely

Key Characteristics

In the early 2000s, the state looked to
widen I-375
Redevelopment agencies, conservation
groups, and the state DOT are all
committed to studying removal
alternative
Removing I-375 has the added benefit of
improving waterfront access
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In Detroit, Michigan, a
city built largely by and for
the automobile industry,
demolishing a highway
seems as far from likely as
anywhere. Now, however,
the removal of the milelong downtown freeway
spur called Interstate 375
has emerged as a possible
project—and a potential
major breakthrough for the
city’s urban renaissance.

Photo, opposite / I-375 today. Credit /
Detroit Free Press
Photo, top / East Edge Boulevard alternative.
Credit / Future 375
Photo, bottom / East Edge Boulevard
alternative cross-section. Credit / Future 375

Constructed in 1959, the four-lane
below-ground spur that makes up
Interstate 375 is a concrete barrier
between Detroit’s Riverfront,
Greektown, Eastern Market, and
Stadium districts. To local residents,
its legacy is tied to the failed urban
renewal efforts that destroyed many
of Detroit’s African-American
neighborhoods—including several,
like Black Bottom, legendary for their
culture and nightlife.
In the 1940s and 50s, notes the
Detroit Free Press, “The Black Bottom
district…housed the city’s AfricanAmerican entrepreneurial class, with
dozens of thriving Black-owned
businesses and the Paradise Valley
entertainment zone, where Duke
Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald and Count
Basie performed.” When I-375 was
constructed, its designers plowed
through the commercial heart of
communities like Black Bottom and
Lafayette Park—and the creation of
public housing projects to the north
leveled the rest.
Today, Detroit faces many challenges,
including maintaining its outsize
infrastructure burden despite a
shrinking population. Annual daily

trips on I-375 have decreased to
approximately 80,000 vehicles at its
north end and only 15,000 vehicles
at the south, according to Michigan
Department of Transportation
(MDOT).
An Environmental Impact Statement
was written to expand the highway in
the early 2000s, but a lack of funding
and changing conditions in the city
delayed the project. When downtown
strongly recovered this decade,
advocates pointed to the removal
of I-375 as a potential catalyst for
revitalization. Replacing I-375 with
a boulevard could open up about 12
acres for redevelopment, said MDOT
director Kirk Steudle. “This is a
significant piece of downtown Detroit,”
he said.
In 2014, a coalition including MDOT,
Detroit Riverfront Conservancy, and
the Detroit Downtown Development
Authority began studying options for
the I-375 corridor. A report with six
alternatives was released in 2016—
including an option for rebuilding the
highway ($60-70 million), replacing
the highway with a multimodal
boulevard ($40-50 million), and
replacing it with a sunken greenway

($40-50 million).
“Scenarios retaining the freeway would
operate below capacity, but existing
operational issues would persist,”
the study concluded, and “Freeway
removal scenarios increase travel time,
but acceptable operations could be
achieved.”
The report left the door open to a
secondary study of Jefferson Street, an
equally important thoroughfare that is
impacted by I-375. A careful analysis
of Jefferson Street is needed if freeway
demolition is to succeed. At 7-9 lanes
across and carrying 29,000 cars per day,
crossing Jefferson is jarring. It used to
be one of Detroit’s great urban streets.
Though a lack of consensus and
funding questions have put a final
I-375 recommendation on hold, the
City of Detroit remains open to the
idea of removing the highway. All six
alternatives are on the table—including
a boulevard that would better connect
the rapidly redeveloping east riverfront
district—and as the reemergence of
downtown Detroit continues, the fate
of Interstate 375 will only become
more and more crucial.
Freeways Without Futures 2017 / 15

Interstate 980
Oakland, California

Highway Type

Depressed interstate

Year Built
1985

Stage of Removal

Public conversations, concept included in
draft Downtown Oakland Specific Plan

Key Characteristics

Removal conversations are in early
stages, though the concept has been
outlined in the Draft Downtown
Specific Plan
Removal of I-980 could be paired with
needed upgrades to transit, including
new transit connections in Oakland
Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf is
supportive of the removal concept
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In the city of San Francisco,
two of North America’s most
successful freeway removals
have yielded celebrated
results: the Embarcadero and
Octavia Boulevards. Now,
just across the bay, the City
of Oakland is considering
replacing an underutilized
below-grade section of
Interstate 980 with a surface
boulevard that would
reconnect West Oakland to
Downtown.

Photo, opposite / I-980 today. Credit /
ConnectOAKLAND
Photo / Rendering of I-980 as a multi-way
boulevard. Credit / Dover, Kohl & Partners

The project, which has gained
widespread support in recent months,
would reuse the freeway space for
major regional rail service running
under a surface boulevard.
While the idea of removing I-980 has
been discussed since its completion
in the mid-80s, the current leading
design concept came from a citizen-led
campaign called ConnectOAKLAND,
started in 2014 to advocate for the
removal of the freeway and the
reconnection of the street grid.
ConnectOAKLAND’s vision would
create or re-open 21 new city blocks—
totaling approximately 17 new acres of
high-value, publicly controlled land.
“With imaginative engineering and
design, [I-980] could be replaced by
a boulevard lined with housing at
all price levels, reknitting the urban
landscape,” wrote John King of the San
Francisco Chronicle, in a major review
of the concept last year.
ConnectOAKLAND’s vision has
gained support with community
leaders and in City Hall, including
from Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf.
“Our I-980 is a cautionary tale,” says

Schaaf. “It was proposed as a part of
a plan to build another Bay Bridge
and a shopping mall—but this broken
promise leaves us with a scar across
our city that separates our residents
from opportunity. In its place, we want
to reknit our community, building
infrastructure that creates local
economic opportunity, reconnects
neighborhoods, and helps connect the
region.”
The freeway is now an underused
remnant connecting CA-24 and I-580
to I-880. While it carries only 73,000
cars a day and no freight traffic, it cuts
an enormous 18-lane swath through
the center of Oakland and isolates
the West Oakland neighborhood. The
design of the freeway was typical of
large scale 20th century infrastructure
projects, which disproportionately
affected low-income communities of
color in a quest to improve commutes
for affluent white suburbs.
A new design for this corridor
could help repair the wounds of past
decisions. “We believe the I-980 project
must focus on equity, integration and
investment in the community,” says
campaign founder Chris Sensenig.

“ConnectOAKLAND will continue
to work with the City of Oakland to
make sure the proper mechanisms are
in place to improve the quality of life in
the neighboring communities and limit
displacement.”
The City of Oakland included the
I-980 corridor multi-way boulevard
into the Draft Downtown Specific
Plan, and is now seeking funding for
community outreach, project planning,
and engineering studies. The Mayor’s
Policy Director for Transportation
and Infrastructure, Matt Nichols, has
been actively engaging key agencies,
including Caltrans, the state’s DOT, as
well as HUD and FHWA, affordable
housing lenders, and social equity
institutions such as PolicyLink.
“While still in the early stages,” says
Nichols, “the I-980 transformation
could provide not only a ‘highway-toboulevard’ repair of our urban fabric,
but also a showcase for how social
equity-led design could be profoundly
transformative for Oakland and the
region.”
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Route 710

Pasadena, CALIfornia

Highway Type
Built highway stub and proposed tunnel

Year Built
1964 (mostly unbuilt)

Stage of Removal
Final EIR/EIS in process
Community-led conversation about
removal of stub ongoing

Key Characteristics

A half-mile spur of the proposed 710
Connector was built near Old Pasadena
in the 1960s
Legal issues have arrested further
construction of planned 710 tunnel

Governor Jerry Brown signed a bill
effectively eliminating 710 surface
option, but left the tunnel option, despite
severe air quality impacts
18 / CNU

Five mayors in the region
have common sense: Why
spend $6 billion for a
tunnel and freeway across
Pasadena, South Pasadena,
Alhambra, and Los Angeles
that citizens have been
fighting for more than a
half century? Why not
use a grid of streets—the
tool of a traditional city—
to distribute the traffic,
contributing to quality of life
and land values?

Photo, opposite / Route 710 stub today.
Photo / Rendering of 710 stub removal
with new development. Credit / Connecting
Pasadena Project
Photo, right / Restitched Old Pasadena with
new development in footprint of 710 stub.
Credit / Connecting Pasadena Project

The north State Route 710 tunnel,
one of three alternatives proposed
by California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) and LA
County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (Metro) and supported by
lobbyists, would likely induce more
traffic—yet it seems to have grown a
life of its own.
In 1964 the State of California seized
a half-mile swath of Pasadena’s most
valuable land, demolishing hundreds
of houses to extend the 710 Freeway to
the 110 and the 134 and 210 freeways.
The stub now interrupts the street grid
of neighborhoods to the east and west
and separates desirable Old Pasadena
from key schools, civic assets, and
businesses. A similar stub was built
in Alhambra and Los Angeles at the
southern end.
The Connecting Pasadena Project
(CPP) is a community-based initiative
that aims to reclaim this land for
mixed-use and diverse housing. Two
public workshops have generated a
detailed vision based on five principal
ideas: “1) Fill the freeway stub with
parking and other service uses; 2)
Convert the freeway into a multi-

way boulevard as it enters the city; 3)
Create a new network of blocks, streets
and open spaces to stitch together
the disconnected sides of the city;
4) Use the reclaimed land for new
infill development; and 5) Regulate
development in a form that is sensitive
to the surrounding context.”
A five-city coalition—Glendale,
Pasadena, Sierra Madre, South
Pasadena, and La Cañada Flintridge—
has been fighting a variety of
completion schemes for decades. CPP’s
proactive 710 Reclaim plan illustrates
the manifold benefits of abandoning
the Caltrans/Metro completion
plan. The state-owned land between
California Boulevard and the 210
Freeway represents nearly 2.5 million
square feet of potential development,
according to the Pasadena Star-News.
A property with 50 developable
acres does not exist anywhere else in
Pasadena and would be hard to find in
Los Angeles County, the paper reports.

well as an abandonment/development
option. Three years ago, Governor Jerry
Brown signed a bill effectively killing
the surface option for north 710. This
left the tunnel on the table as the
only freeway alternative. “Except for
profiting large engineering firms, the
freeway provides no benefit,” says Ian
Lockwood, an engineer who helped
design the CPP alternative. “Even
Caltrans’ traffic models show that the
proposed freeway just rearranges the
congestion while solving nothing.”
“It’s time for this governor, a
distinguished environmentalist and
urbanist, to put a final end to this
disastrous boondoggle and heal the
wounds inflicted by an unnecessary
urban freeway,” says Stefanos
Polyzoides, an architect and urbanist
who led Pasadena meetings and
developed the alternative land-use
proposal.

Caltrans/Metro is currently completing
their Environmental Impact Report,
including proposals for both regional
surface transportation alternatives such
as Bus Rapid Transit and light rail as
Freeways Without Futures 2017 / 19

Inner Loop

Rochester, New York

Highway Type
Depressed interstate

Year Built
1965

Stage of Removal
East end currently being filled in
Completion date December 2017

Key Characteristics

1/3 already decommissioned and
being filled in due in large part to a
federal TIGER grant

New developments have already
been planned and announced along
former highway right of way
Mayor Lovely Warren has joined
local advocates and spoken
publically in favor of removing the
northern section of the highway
20 / CNU

First completed in 1965, the
Inner Loop of Rochester, New
York was designed to wrap like
a noose around downtown.
Combined with the rolling
demolition of urban renewal,
the Inner Loop served to
lure and siphon residents
out of the city center—
and Rochester’s downtown
population plummeted. “We
built an evacuation route,”
jokes Rochester City Engineer
James McIntosh. “It worked.
Everybody evacuated.”

Photo, opposite / Inner Loop, prior to being
filled-in. Credit / Stratus Imaging
Photo / Inner Loop during consturuction, circa
2015. Credit / Stantec
Photo, right / Drawing of street replacement
and new development area. Credit / City of
Rochester

In the past decade, however, downtown
Rochester has staged a dramatic
comeback. Business and retail activity
has returned to the city, and its
downtown population is expected to
rise more than 400% by 2020. The
partial removal of the Inner Loop, a
groundbreaking project currently in its
finishing stages, has helped drive that
renaissance.
With community support and funding
assistance via a USDOT TIGER
grant, a one-mile segment of the Inner
Loop is being filled in and restored
as a walkable, multimodal at-grade
boulevard surrounded by mixed-use
development. While the original
highway boasted twelve travel lanes
despite only carrying 6,000 vehicles per
day, the replacement boulevard design
will require only three lanes of space—
plus on-street parking, sidewalks, and
green space.
While other cities have removed
elevated and surface highways,
Rochester may be the first to fill in a
below-grade highway, according to The
New York Times. As part of the Inner
Loop conversion project, north-south
streets are being reconnected for two-

way traffic for the first time in more
than 50 years. In effect, the project has
reopened downtown for residents of
Rochester’s neighborhoods.
Thanks to the project, six acres
of government-owned land, and
more private land, is available for
redevelopment. Every parcel has a
developer on board, with a mix of
residential, retail, commercial, and civic
uses planned. One large residential
project has already completed its first
phase, featuring 70 new market-rate
apartments, and additional for-sale
townhouses and affordable apartments
are planned.
“We had a moat that separated
the East Side neighborhood from
downtown,” Rochester Mayor Lovely
Warren told The New York Times.
“Filling in the Inner Loop gives people
the ability to more easily get around.
It gives us more space to develop.
Before this, businesses had to stop
development. They had nowhere to go
because of that highway.”

vehicles a day, and replacing it with a
surface street—reconnecting the entire
east and north side of downtown to
nearby neighborhoods. Studies have
shown that the majority of the traffic
can absorb into the downtown street
grid, which is well-equipped to handle
the load.
Beyond even that section, the
remaining Inner Loop continues
to pose physical barriers between
the downtown and adjacent
neighborhoods, and much of the
land on the corridor is vacant with
an opportunity for development.
The Inner Loop transformation may
continue to drive Rochester’s growth in
the future—revitalizing neighborhoods,
bringing businesses, and adding jobs.

Now, the City of Rochester wants to
fill in the northern section of the Inner
Loop, which carries just 20,000-25,000
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I-280 Spur

San Francisco, California

Highway Type
Elevated insterstate spur

Year Built
1960s

Stage of Removal
Study phase

Key Characteristics

I-280’s removal would be the first
voluntary freeway removal in Bay Area

Removal of the I-280 spur opens up
land for needed housing and commerical
space and makes large infrastructure
projects—such as high speed rail—more
feasible
Removal efforts are City-led, and have
support from SF Mayor Ed Lee and
many Bay Area transit and affordable
housing advocates
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When the City of San
Francisco chose to demolish
rather than rebuild two
earthquake-damaged
freeways in 1989, it began a
historic natural experiment
in urban planning.
Ultimately, that example
would prove to the world that
removing in-city highways
could boost quality of life,
economic development, and
housing affordability.

Photo, opposite / I-280 Spur today. Credit /
Jessica Christian, SF Examiner
Photo / Drawing showing I-280 converted to
an urban boulevard. Credit / SPUR
Photo, right / New connections and
development potentional. Credit / SPUR

Now, the City is looking toward its
first fully voluntary freeway removal:
1.2-mile spur of I-280, north of 16th
Street, which currently links US 101 to
Mission Bay.
Just as the property tax base rose
and thousands of units of affordable
housing were added after the
Embarcadero and Central Freeway
came down, removing the I-280
Spur would open new opportunities
for market-rate and affordable
development in the city’s urban core.
The removal of the I-280 Spur and its
replacement with a surface boulevard
has been endorsed by San Francisco
Mayor Ed Lee and studied by Bay
Area nonprofit SPUR. In December
2012, a report by the City of San
Francisco Planning Department
compared the direct costs and
benefits of replacing the 280 with a
modern highway versus converting
it to an urban boulevard alongside
the redevelopment of the 4th/King
Railyards.
Crucially for San Francisco, this project
could reconnect severed neighborhoods
like Mission Bay, Potero Hill, and

SoMa. Once-undesirable land would
be opened up to new housing and
commercial development. In the
face of the Bay Area’s housing crisis,
this development could copy the
highly successful Market & Octavia
Area Plan—using diverse housing
types and mixed-use buildings to fit
into the established character of the
neighborhood.
Moreover, the removal of the
spur could serve as a catalyst for
transformative projects such as
the forthcoming Transbay Transit
Center—scheduled to be completed
late 2017—and a possible highspeed rail station where I-280
currently terminates. The freeway
removal project, with its considerable
political will and likely high return
on investment, is a critical first step.
The Railyard Alternatives and I-280
Boulevard Feasibility Study is currently
underway to examine this removal.

represent antiquated uses in high value
area,” wrote Gillian Gillett, the city’s
transportation director, in a memo to
Caltrain, which runs a commuter rail
line on the San Francisco peninsula.
“These sites also become the catalyst
for the next round of center city job
creation.”
She adds: “The region is in a position
to undertake a series of major
transportation moves to unify the
high speed rail project, through
the early investment in Caltrain
electrification. It would be a mistake
to move forward with electrification
without also planning for transit
oriented land use changes, such as an
entire new neighborhood at 4th and
King, that could produce significant
ridership, create hundreds of millions
of dollars of joint land use development
opportunities and even more dynamic
neighborhoods centered around the
Caltrain stations.”

A new neighborhood at the 4th and
King Street railyards is one of many
opportunities offered by the removal
of the I-280 spur. “Together, these
facilities consume more than 30 acres
(about 1.3 million square feet) and
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Interstate 81
Syracuse, New York

Highway Type
Elevated interstate

Year Built
1960s

Stage of Removal
Environmental review due 2017
Final decision due end of 2017

Key Characteristics

Public discussions about I-81’s removal
have been ongoing for more than a
decade

Governor Andrew Cuomo has called the
highway a “classic planning blunder”
Despite DOT having narrowed down
options to two alternatives, Gov. Cuomo
recently announced all alternatives—
including a tunnel—will be reconsidered
before a final decision is made
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For over 50 years, the
elevated 1.4-mile stretch
of Interstate 81 known as
The Viaduct has cut like a
knife through the heart of
Syracuse, New York. For
the urban neighborhoods
in its path, I-81 has had the
same effect as most urban
interstates: it destroyed a
historic African-American
community, disrupted the
flow of city streets, and paved
over countless historic homes
and sites.

Photo, opposite / I-81 today. Credit / Ryan
Delaney, WRVO News
Photo / Rendering showing the development
possbibilities of a removed I-81. Credit /
ReThink81

Historically, The Viaduct’s construction
forced the displacement of nearly
1,300 residents from the 15th Ward
as it severed downtown Syracuse from
University Hill and the Near Eastside.
It created acres of abandoned property
and vacant lots in what had been
some of the densest parts of the city.
As the path of
displaced residents
sparked white
flight in other
neighborhoods,
the interstate’s
effects rippled out
across the city.

Transportation: Rebuild the elevated
freeway, or replace it with a surface
boulevard. Compared to rebuilding,
teardown would save $400 million,
preserve 24 buildings, and open up
the downtown to more economic
development.

Now, Syracuse faces a unique
opportunity to replace the elevated
viaduct with a boulevard designed to
reconnect the city and reverse its urban
decline. Recent studies have shown that
current thru-traffic could be rerouted to
I-481, avoiding a crush of congestion
while reopening the city grid to local
residents. Today, that common-sense
proposal has the support of the mayor,
governor, and city council.

A proposed third option, involving
a $2 billion highway tunnel across
the city, has failed repeated technical
evaluations and enjoys little support
among the public. Despite this, New
York Governor Andrew Cuomo
recently directed the state DOT to
revisit this and other alternatives for
I-81, which could spell disaster for
Syracuse.

at least seven acres of land for potential
development with almost $140 million
in market value and $5.3 million
in annual taxes,” according to the
Tri-State Transportation Campaign.
“In contrast, rebuilding The Viaduct
ultimately could cause Syracuse to lose
$85 million between increased taxes,
significant takings
of private land
and buildings and
depressed property
values—as well as a
reduction of more
than $3.2 million in
yearly tax receipts.”

‘I-81 did a lot of damage — a classic
planning blunder. Let’s build a road
and bisect an entire community. That’s
an idea, yeah, let me write it down.’

With The Viaduct nearing the end of
its design life, two options remain for
the New York State Department of

“ReThink81, a coalition of planners,
residents and other local stakeholders
based in Syracuse, found that replacing
I-81 with a boulevard would open up

Currently, NYSDOT is drafting
an environmental impact statement
identifying the preferred alternative,
which is expected to be made public in
early 2017.
Taking down The Viaduct “could be a
transformative project that really jumpstarts the entire region,” said New
York Governor Andrew Cuomo in an
August 2016 speech. “I-81 did a lot of
damage — a classic planning blunder.
‘Let’s build a road and bisect an entire
community. That’s an idea, yeah, let me
write it down.’”
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Route 29

Trenton, New Jersey

Highway Type
At-grade state route along waterfront

Year Built
1954 - 1957

Stage of Removal
Discussion and futher study

Key Characteristics

Concept of removal dates back to 1980s
with a downtown redevelopment plan

New Jersey DOT has studied conversion
of Route 29 to an urban boulevard

Economic recession shifted priorities and
the idea fell out of public conversation
Benefits of removal include the
daylighting and restoration of the
Assunpink Creek and other stormwater
management improvements
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For Trenton, New Jersey,
only one thing stands in
the way of connecting the
downtown core to the scenic
Delaware River waterfront:
Route 29, an underutilized
four-lane highway carrying
through-traffic at high
speeds. Calls for the
removal of Route 29, which
has severed connectivity
and destroyed residential
communities, date back
to the 1988 Capitol City
Renaissance plan.

Photo, opposite / Route 29 today. Credit /
Famartin
Photo / Illustration depicting Route 29
replaced with an urban boulevard and new
mixed-use district. Credit / City of Trenton

By the mid-2000s, the City and
the New Jersey Department of
Transportation had studied a
boulevard replacement idea extensively,
and momentum was growing.
That period was key to creating a
workable plan, says Ian Lockwood,
an engineer with Toole Design
Group who consulted on the project.
“Working with Gary Toth and the
NJDOT was a joy. They funded the
development of an updated plan
and saw the benefits of replacing the
highway with a boulevard, connected
network of streets, and a parkway.”
Then the 2008 recession hit, developer
interest dried up, and the campaign
languished. Now, the concept is
taking hold again—and it deserves
implementation. A surface boulevard
replacement for Route 29 could lay the
groundwork for a vibrant, connected
new waterfront neighborhood, all
while allowing for environmental
restoration and innovative stormwater
management.
In the 1950s, the northern section of
Route 29 was converted to a limitedaccess, four-lane highway along the

Delaware River, speeding traffic
from the expanding suburban fringe
through downtown Trenton directly to
state facilities near the waterfront. The
highway’s construction eclipsed a small
riverfront street in the downtown,
replaced a working canal adjacent to
downtown, and destroyed the cityowned Stacy Park. The roadway sits
almost exclusively on a 100-year flood
plain.
In 2005, the “Boulevard Study” showed
that a surface street, intersected with
the city grid, would improve access
to the river and reclaim 18 acres of
prime developable real estate. Pulling
the boulevard alignment away from
the river’s edge and partially rerouting
it through adjacent surface parking
lots was explored, and this eventually
became the preferred alternative due
to ease and lower costs of construction,
better views of the capital buildings,
and more developable land closer
to the river. That plan includes a
connected park system, a route to
extend the River Line Light Rail, and
a trail network.

(DVRPC) issued a $100,000
grant to Trenton’s Downtown
Trenton Waterfront Reclamation
Redevelopment Project. According
to NJ.com, “Route 29 could be
rebuilt as an urban boulevard and
surface parking lots will be replaced
by pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use
development. Funding will be used
to identify studies, review FEMA
regulations, and develop a market
analysis and promotional materials for
the project.”
The Waterfront Reclamation project
is the cornerstone of a revitalization
effort that, according to one estimate,
could contribute $2.25 billion to the
city’s economy while improving access
to the river, bicycle and pedestrian
connections, vehicular circulation, and
traffic safety. Environmental benefits
include the daylighting and restoration
of the Assunpink Creek and better
stormwater management to reduce the
serious flooding problems in the area.

In July 2016, the Delaware Valley
Regional Planning Commission
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Graduated
Campaigns
These campaigns represent the second
generation of urban highway removal:
projects where authorities have committed
to removal. For some, funding sources and
start dates may be still-undetermined.
Sheridan Expressway

and civic buildings. However, the City
of Akron in uncertain of what comes
next with the decommissioned road.

In March of 2016, the Sheridan
Expressway Removal project was
granted a $97 million boost in New
York State’s budget, a major win for
the more than two decades of advocacy
led by the Southern Bronx River
Watershed Alliance. For the first time,
the state has agreed to fund the project,
with plans to convert the expressway
to a surface boulevard. The actual plan
for the project remains in production
by NYSDOT, and the timeline for the
implementation of that plan is still
unclear.

Bonaventure
Expressway

Bronx, New York

Route 59 / Innerbelt
AkRon, Ohio

The City of Akron, OH is in the
middle of a multi-year process to
decommission the Innerbelt highway
that looms over the city’s downtown.
The traffic counts are severely low.
Under the decommissioning plan, the
side roads that line the highway will
become neighborhood connectors.
Over 30 acres will open up for possible
redevelopment uses like new housing,
business districts, green space, trails,
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Montreal, Quebec
Montreal began ripping down the
Bonaventure Expressway in July 2016,
50 years after the 11 lane roadway
was built. The promise to replace
the highway received wide support,
including the blessing of Montreal
Mayor Denis Coderre. The highway
will be replaced with two urban
boulevards, at an expected cost of $142
million. The project is expected to be
finished September 2017.

Robert Moses
Parkway

Niagara Falls, New York
For decades, the Robert Moses
Parkway has cut off Niagara Falls from
its scenic gorge. Thankfully, the State
of New York has promised $42 million
to remove two miles of the highway,
opening up 140 acres of park space.

This is “the largest expansion of green
space since the Niagara Reservation
was designed in 1885,” The Buffalo
News reports. The removal plan will
re-establish waterfront access for
the city and increase parks, trails,
and ecotourism. The project will
result in the removal of the elevated
embankment to at-grade, opening
views and access to the Upper Niagara
River.

McGrath Highway
Somerville,
Massachusettes

The City of Somerville has asserted
itself as a desirable destination for
tech companies, green businesses, and
maker spaces. LivableStreets Alliance,
a local advocacy group, has worked
with a coalition of neighborhood
groups, advocacy organizations, and
elected officials to reknit East and
West Somerville back together by
“grounding” the McGrath Highway
that cuts through town. After years
of public engagement and study,
MassDOT agreed. The DOT has
committed to replacing the highway
with a surface boulevard, slated for
construction in 2026-2029.

Bonadenture Expressway
Montreal, QC

Robert Moses Parkway

McGrath Highway

Niagara Falls, NY

Somerville, MA

Route 59 / Innerbelt
AKron, OH

Sheridan Expressway
Bronx, NY
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Conclusion
As urban highways and their surrounding
infrastructure age and break down, elected
officials and citizens alike have a chance to
create transformative social and economic
change in their communities.

The first step to recovery is
recognizing the problem—and the
past year marked a milestone for
admitting the mistakes of urban
highways. “Unfortunately,” as thenTransportation Secretary Anthony
Foxx said in March of 2016, “instead
of connecting us to each other,
highway planners separated us.”
Interstate 81 through Syracuse was a
“classic planning blunder,” remarked
Governor Andrew Cuomo of New
York, the nation’s fourth largest state,
later in August.
Though their words sparked heated
discussion, these top officials were
only acknowledging the obvious.
Looking at the total disinvestment
along highway corridors, the
destruction of historic buildings, the
loss of businesses and homes, the
deaths, injuries, air pollution, and
asthma borne by many generations of
city residents, the social and economic
cost of urban highways is impossible
to ignore. Urban communities—
especially low-income and minority
residents—have disproportionately
suffered the consequences.
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But now, with many of those
highways nearing the end of their
useful life, communities are facing the
choice of whether to rebuild—and
double down on the cost—or try a
different approach.
In the past, planners have assumed
that if 50,000, 100,000, or 150,000
motor vehicles use a freeway, any
replacement with a boulevard or
other surface streets would create
“carmaggedon.” But in recent years,
events from earthquake-induced
collapses to large-scale protests
have tested and debunked that
assumption. A close examination of
urban highways reveals that the vast
majority of traffic, even on Interstates,
is local and could be handled by
surface streets. Time and time again,
real-world experience has shown that
cars and trucks will easily distribute
across the grid, while more residents
will choose healthier options like
walking, biking, or transit—given that
these options are safe and reliable.
Converting highways to boulevards
is the alternative that cities need. It’s
about reprioritizing streets for people,
expanding transportation choices,

and improving lives through greater
mobility. It’s about replacing our
nation’s urban highways with better,
higher-performing infrastructure that
provides mobility not just for cars
but for other transportation modes—
while unlocking productive real estate
and public spaces.
From the Inner Loop in Rochester
to the I-280 Spur in San Francisco,
the end is approaching for the ten
freeways in this report. Though
their foundations are cracked and
crumbling, time alone will not bring
them down. Every successful highway
removal story—of a community
successfully knit back together, of
clearer air and more green space, of
renewed access to opportunity—is the
result of tireless advocacy by ordinary
citizens. For every community living
in the oppressive shadow of a hulking,
obsolete freeway, this report is a call
to action: There is a better future
ahead.
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About CNU
The Congress for the New Urbanism (CNU)
helps create vibrant and walkable cities,
towns, and neighborhoods where people
have diverse choices for how they live, work,
shop, and get around. People want to live
in well-designed places that are unique and
authentic. CNU’s mission is to help build
those places.
With seventeen local and state
chapters and offices in Chicago, IL
and Washington, DC, CNU works to
unite the New Urbanist movement.
Our projects and campaigns serve
to empower our members’ efforts,
identify policy opportunities, spread
great ideas and innovative work to a
national audience, and catalyze new
strategies for implementing policy
through design approaches.
All New Urbanists share the
conviction that our physical
environment has a direct impact on
our chances for happy, prosperous
lives. Our movement includes
professionals, leaders, advocates,
citizens, and other like-minded
organizations working to identify and
address the range of issues impeding
the development and redevelopment
of well-designed neighborhoods,
public places, commercial corridors,
and rural environments.
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CNU works to unite that movement
as a connector, convener, alliance
builder, and teaching platform. Our
staff, members, partners, and allies are
the international thought leaders on
building better places, and CNU helps
bring them together.
Learn more about CNU at cnu.org.
Learn more about our Highway to
Boulevards initiative at cnu.org/
highways.
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